Installation Guide:
Security Hardware for LUXE Edition on Aluminum or Bamboo
1. Choose a desired location for your LUXE Edition on Aluminum Of Bamboo and mark
the two top corners of the aluminum channel on the wall with a pencil.
2. Drill a 5/16” diameter hole In the wall about 1• down and 2-3” in from sides of each
these marks. These two holes must be level.
3. Use the 1• screws and plastic anchors lo attach the two wall brackets al these holes
so lhal the flanged ends of the brackets face up and away from the wall. Do not
over tighten the screws.
4. Hang the LUXE Edition on the wall brackets so that the flanged ends of the brackets
are seated snugly inside the LUXE Edit1on·s lop aluminum channel.
5. If the LUXE Edition Is not quite level, small adjustments are possible by removing the
LUXE Edition from the wall, loosening the wall bracket screws slightly, shirting the
brackets up or down as needed in their slots, retighlening the screws and replacing
the frame on the brackets.
6. Now that the hanging hardware is installed the security hardware. which includes
the T-Head screw can be put in place. Use a pencil to mark where the bottom
aluminum channel hits the wall. The T-Head screw must be accurately installed on
the wall or else it wm not fit into the opening on the aluminum channel so be sure
this pencil mark is CO<TecL
7. Remove the LUXE Edition from the wan.
8. Drill a 5/16” diameter hole at the pencn mark and gently hammer a plastic anchor
Into the drilled hole until ii is just flush with the wall surface.
9. Thread the T-Head screw into the plastic anchor until about 3/8” extends out from
the wan surface.
10. Start the T-Head screw first by hand and complete using a Security Wrench.
Align the head to a final horizontal posilion so that you may fil it Into the bottom
aluminum channel.
11. Hang the LUXE Edition on the wall brackets. The T-Head screw that was just
installed should fall inside the slot of the bottom aluminum channel.
12. From the right hand side, slide the Security Wrench up underneath the bottom edge
of the LUXE Edition and, without lifting the LUXE Edition away from the wall. Engage
and rotate the T-Head screw clockwise one-quarter tum to a vertical position. The
LUXE Edition is now locked to the wall.

